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COLLABORATIVE POETRY

TAN-RENGA
Claudia Brefeld
Martina Heinisch
Die Tür fällt zu –
in der Garderobe
noch sein Duft
ein Hauch Bitterkeit
auf dem Schaum des Cappuccinos
the door snaps shut –
at the coat rack
still his scent
touched with bitterness
the foam of the Cappuccino

Waldlichtung –
aus zahlreichen Skizzen
das fertige Bild
das Gelb des Pinsels
lächelt zurück
forest glade –
from numerous sketches
the completed painting
the yellow of the brush
smiles back

Morgenandacht –
Sonnenkringel fallen
auf den Altar
im Rosenkranz
die Zeit fließt …

matins –
curls of sunshine falling
on the altar
in the rosary
time flows …

Die Wärme
deines Rückens – ich falle
in den ersten Traum
Morgennebel –
den Berggipfel umspielt ein Licht
the warmth
of your back – I fall
into the first dream
early morning mist –
light plays around the mountaintop

Nebelberg –
ein Blätterschwarm erhebt sich
über kahlen Zweigen
im Erdkeller
Kartoffelduft
foggy mountain –
a swarm of leaves soaring
above bare branches
in the earth cellar
smell of potatoes

Muttertag –
Zwei alte Hände
finden sich
ausruhen
im Gebet
Mother’s Day

two old hands
find themselves
resting
in prayer

Wiedersehen ...
die überreichten Blumen
welken
Seine Augen so dunkel
wie damals
reunion …
the presented flowers
wither
his eyes as dark
as at that time

LINKED ONE-LINE MS HAIKU
Michelle V. Alkerton
Suhni California
burning cold

this invisible disease of contradictions

gray matters on the MRI the doctor announces 'there's nothing there'
$10 admission to a colourful art show

brain from all angles

double vision in the mirror two of all the wrong things
multi-tasking challenge of synapses gone awry
another email trying to write hopelessness out of each line

long afternoon i apologize to my bad leg for calling it a bad leg
choosing the metallic coral cane that matches my car
obsessing over diagnosis they toss one out i toss it back

unable to grasp

how I can still type with useless left hand

dyslexic notes to the doctor re: her dyslexic prescriptions
financial help hinged on strangers with degrees in other bodies
broken thermostat my weather here & there out of control
sitting inside wearing double wool socks and not much else
the erotica i used to write when i usta coulda remember
short term memory problem doesn't let me forget pain
twisting my ankle the male nurse helps me untwist my gown
apartment searching

third floor unit just too many stairs

clinging to his optimism our future plans take a new direction
optometrist wouldn't take 50% off for just the one eye
browsing sales ads for discounts on sleeveless shirts
the usual nip & tuck i study my new shrink studies me
folding in nuts for Great Grandma's banana bread recipe
outlived its' usefulness my mother's over the counter remedies
dizzy from bending I leave tomatoes to spoil on the vine
mixing tai chi & chai tea into my tongue-tied exercise for the day
carrying the moon

movement names the body in motion intent on life

bedridden another morning with no one to hang the sun
numb fingers try to wipe up sunlight patches cast on the carpet
emergency appointment the specialist checks the wrong side

lumbar puncture bits & pieces of the past collide in bits & pieces

willow twigs blown free tangle among the rosehips
dusk from window to window each dark cloud
wearing a path in the yard counterclockwise
a squiggly line thru broken goals
deleting the lists no permanent reminder of the could nots
Aug. 24, 2007 - Oct. 13, 2007

Collaborative Haiga: Vergil shows Dante Hell – 14th century book illustration in the British Library

ATEMTIEF
Ramona Linke
Heike Stehr
Vivaldis Herbst –
die Töne legen sich
über das Unerschaffene

um uns herum
tanzt der Regen
ganz ohne Groll
dem Mann begegnen den sie
Vater nennen soll
nach der Therapiestunde sie rückt die Fußmatte
gerade
„Kabale und Liebe“
unplugged
atemtief
im Geburtshaus
ein erster Schrei

DEEP BREATHING
Ramona Linke
Heike Stehr
Translations by the authors
Vivaldi`s Autumn –
sounds encase
the uncreated
rain dances
around us
without grudge
meeting the man she’s to call
father
after the therapy hour –
she straightens
the door mat
“Intrigue and Love”
unplugged
deep breathing
in the birthing center
a first cry

SMOKE
Patricia Prime
Catherine Mair
beside the 'Bird Walk' sign … a thrush
at the flax's heart sudden panic
among russet reeds purple convolvulus
looking just like the one he made me - pukeko wading riding an electric
bike on the stop bank, elderly lady incoming tide - 2 men getting
their boat shipshape with a squawk the heron lifts off from the swamp
out there on the wetlands - flapping of wings in the girls' sunglasses
reflection of the river hidden in bleached grasses an insect chirps
curving the same way - river, path, smoke bent flax stems catch the
afternoon sun cracks in the riverbank darker than the clay

YEAR OF THE TIGER
Giselle Maya
Jane Reichhold
an insect
fossil within amber
a favorite stone
I stretch my limbs long
before the sun rises
celebrating
another birthday
the camera
holding the people I love
with a touch of the finger

a long tail
of many bones twists
and turns
the tiger¹s gait
into a flowing dance
many rivers
from each crouching hillside
a rush to the sea
the weather man predicts
another week of storms
in spite of pitfalls
life has become whole
I listen
the twitter of chickadees
effaces shreds of sorrow
radio static
the local station fades
the voices
of neighbors across the fence
with a gentle breeze of gossip
waiting
to sprinkle seeds
into fresh earth
impatient for winter¹s
grip to be released
hoping to win
artwork sent to a contest
not picked
yet the piece made for fun
comes home with a prize
collages reviewed
in my winter studio
combining
poems and images
the only critic the cat

litter box crumbs
trail from room to room
am I a witch
following Hansel & Gretel
or lover of a purr-son?
fearsome hissing
a grey stranger has dared
enter the cat door
I feed him just the same
he is thin as a winter mouse
koto music
from her delicate fingers
spinning
the disc in a machine
brings so much pleasure
where
have the icicles gone
has the moon
sipped them
drop by drop
my dearest friend
her blank face searching
for a word
in the cemetery
drifts of daffodils
snow
on red pomegranates
gone to seed
Demeter will be
delighted to hear it
earthquake
the rumble sways walls
bursting open
ripe fruit falls to the ground
food for the wild things
what is it like
life in the underworld

a few seeds tasted
half a year in darkness
does Persephone complain
with billowing clouds
from drying puddles
the month ends
this is too good to stop
so add more verses please
February usually
the month of almond blossoms
tightly closed this year
the frozen earth melts at noon
then weaves an icy patched quilt
the comfort
in seeing a childhood friend
at the end
of the muddy rutted lane
a wild cherry tree in bloom
snow tiger and poet
intentional solitude
can we return
empowered, invested
with fabulous word-links
seeking company
one more evening watching
“Camelot” the movie
into the musical darkness
the ring of the phone
tigress
tending her cubs
does she live
both backward
and forward in time
teenage faces
reciting their own verses
at a poetry slam
a child and an adult
in each performer
watching “Gandhi”
the film moves me
to tears

through spring mist
mountains of my last years
I have danced a lot
no lightning can touch me
with four charms
trying to return to water
streaked with hieroglyphs
wishing to find
a fitting pen name
I have googled
ANTELOPE
and found we are alike
lizards
are for dream time
with beads
I find myself sewing
red, green and blue bodies
sacred symbols
the fox shrine under snow
snowshoeing
my friend and I
cleansed by winter air
time
unravels from the ball
to reveal
we are today and yesterday
in the beginning of spring

COOLHEAT
Werner Reichhold as COOL
Jane Reichhold as HEAT
ACT I
Scene:
HEAT: Since this interview is in summer, I am wondering where your comfort zone is? Where do you
feel good?
COOL: In the disjointed areas of spiritual life where the well known subjects don't need to be discussed
again.
HEAT: What do you see as your purpose in life?
COOL: During the intervals between work, for example watching a raccoon leaving its burrow, calling
me Sahax, the flesh of water; then washing his feet and sharing food with me.
HEAT: If you could spend a vacation anywhere in the world, where would you want to go?
COOL: I would look for a place corresponding with the temperatures Jane and I develop in order to
reload our batteries. We don't have to travel, the ocean is on our doorstep, and the nude beach on the
Gualala river is only minutes away. But Sonjefiord, Norway, would be the third and unparalleled
choice.
HEAT: What is the best thing you have done today?
COOL: Probably first cooling off from too hot feelings and thoughts; then falling apart into single
pieces that differently organized finally make everything fit together. Followed by the hope others may
recognize my work as their inspiration.

HEAT: And what turns you off?
COOL: Children’s toys.
HEAT: Okay, what turns you on?
COOL: Being turned off from everything that doesn't help composing text and pictures ever more
seriously. Reactivating the masses of destructive powers inside, set them on fire and let my neurons
absorb the light and reflect it.
HEAT: Where do you think we could meet?
COOL: Where the light curves away from other light curves, where the pain goes to rest, and has no
other choice as to find a pivot line in order to reconstruct happiness – in the dark.

ACT II
Scene: A room that has just been emptied by movers. An abandoned curtain rod dangles at the window,
a stack of old newspapers has tumbled over, the walls show faded places around where pictures once
were. In the middle of the room is an ironing board, set up as if to be used but there is no iron. On the
ironing board is a can of pop with a straw in it.
COOL: What is it you call a vital spark?
HEAT: The necessity of our being together in this one day. Can you think of billions of people – all
different, all someone else, all inhabiting other skins, other worlds of dreams and worries? Yet, for
some unknown reason you and I as close a magnets just before they move to click into one bar of iron
with a heat of friction that warms them.
God has set his sea on them, the cicatrix
naked among them like a savage source
COOL: Why does it ignite so much of what you never thought before as important to your growth?
HEAT: Growth comes in zigzags; never in a straight line. In the pulse of the tides that fill the cove, so I
grow and shrink with each breath. However when heat is applied to many things, (you find the names
for them), they will grow and expand. Perhaps this is a reason for having Heat around the house?
even awe-inspiring ripped and smarting hanging and full
the best I can give belonged to someone who gave it to me
COOL: Why does asymmetric thinking puts my temperature slightly up?
HEAT: Because a truly memorable woman is always crooked.
COOL: Where is the heat when you try to get a grip on it?
HEAT: At the end of your fingertips.
whatever they could remember in the taking of pleasure
falling between thumb and fists with their earnest visions
COOL: There is barely a quarter moon’s light at this dark night – and yet why is its warmth moving
me?
HEAT: Is the COOL white of the moon warming? Or COOL? What does this have to do with eating
frozen brownies?

of "I want" or imagine the speaker transformed into
anxiety, like outrageous injustice, sudden death
COOL: Why does it radiate heat – the blue in one eye at daylight?
HEAT: Because I am looking at you. I can melt your heart without even touching you!
then the noise of several men mounting the stairs
they were not in love – merely the only two humans available
through the slits in both of your eyes at sleep?
HEAT: So you have found the door to my dreams! That is you standing at that crack watching my
movie show of not-yet experienced memories.
on the bedrock no light reaches this place weekly but strong
COOL white blossoms church bells ringing in the distance
COOL: What made them both reacting if not a dream – in both cases?
HEAT: You know, dream-watchers burn in two hells – their own and the hell (or light as the Germans
say) of the watched.
a pinto pony on the prairie as a river brimming cobbles
the railings painted white for reading a wonderful book
COOL: Do you allow your breasts to ask questions when your face starts blushing?
HEAT: No, they already know the answers.
dense and boring as a mouthfuls becoming a matter of bone
emptied of that breath slides into, slips its fingers inside
COOL: Does the left nipple ask for a boy?
HEAT: The left nipple is for my boy lovers.
but so does everyone at the end of time we know nothing
of how youth in pagan harmony can speak to costumed
characters of language
COOL: The right nipple for a girl or visa versa?
HEAT: Mostly the right nipple is for my women lovers.
she said to a face “so you are my twin!” and spoke into cell holes
flowering to become my most ingenious relentless critic
COOL: Does the transparent blouse, hanging over a chair, still keeps traces about it?
HEAT: Yes, that is why blouses have arms in them. So they can wrap the heat up, hold it against its
shoulder, or clutch it about the buttons. T-shirts have no buttons and therefore they cannot hold the
heat, smells, and love of the wearer.

there are drawing of purple horses under the bed
as if they homed in from all over the world where people
who come in a little later, when we can exercise
in the terrible red flower of her melting box of a room
COOL: Where do the traces later go - or do they stay active even if someone else is going to wear this
blouse?
HEAT: They stay. They are simply recharged with love. Or. . .
the way the smell keeps coming out of your nose
into a fleecy river meandering between steep banks
ACT III
Scene:

COOL: Who believes it wasn’t the heat?
HEAT: We learned in science that “for every action there is an opposite and equal reaction” but this
rule was concocted by a man who had never loved.
COOL: It was cold when you domesticated your first friend. What was the hottest thing he asked for?
HEAT: He didn’t have to ask! I gave it to him with opened arms before he knew what he wanted.
COOL: The violin sounded tuned. Why, then when the temperature changed the sound seemed
warmer?
HEAT: The desire of the warmed ear is greater than the changes to the wood or the air in the body of
the instrument. Warm ears hear better than cold ears. You know this. Think of the quietness of a snowy

day.
COOL: “Attempted suicide, but survived,” the letter says. What kind of warmth could be helpful?
with that fire
it’ll feel good
to become ashes
HEAT: I agree and can only add:
the angels spoke the ticketed words secular
that I might fly where ships carve air
skipping the moon the night filled up with crows
today shining where the light was dragged away

COOL: In the garden, I stood side by side with a dahlia. It was hot. We both let our heads sink. Did we
feel coupled by a foreign rule?
HEAT: Ah, the power to give up control – to let others do the work for you, to let them take control, to
be dead without dying. Lying on a beach and letting the incoming surf do your breathing for you. Even
dreams come without will.
COOL: The house deeply snowed in. Why only a few minutes of sunshine changed our mood?
HEAT: We met. In Hamburg. It was March.
COOL: Migration of all senses. Do we get a feel for the rubbing, the striking surfaces, the frictions’
radiating heat?
HEAT: Yes, it all came with me in the plane. The other occupants had no idea of what was flying with
them in the very same cabin. If they had, they would have panicked.
thus she began to fly as if being like
ten Chinese scroll paintings or thin nightgowns
which appeared to reach almost to the horizon
and kept on being themselves giving honor
lover or fear sits in the field where angels play
sometimes after they are gone I am happy
COOL: The role of the fire in the mind of an artist – and presented that cool in glass, in clay, in steel, in
marble?
HEAT: Fingerprints of the fires of mind and heart. Everything we make, even cookies, are witnesses to
our lives.
and far in the sky a rooster announced beginnings
there is no life in her maze of passages of snow

I'd better leave a suicide note
COOL: All Saints Day - in a mountain village church the air frozen – what does the candlelight do to
our prayers?
HEAT: An upward spiral draws our DNA and draws out our lives shaped by prayer.

SOLO WORKS
GHAZALS
CUPID'S ARROWS ARE COFFIN NAILS
Don Ammons
Cupid's arrows are coffin nails
Fixing in place a corpse, coffin nails
Hammered into a casket lid closed over
What was once a self, but is now a nail
Secured possession of another
This obscene burial of a nail
Pinioned coffin is disguised
As cherub cuteness, each driven nail
Passed off as a playful arrow. Flee lovers!
Cupid's arrows are coffin nails!

QASIDA #7
David Jalajel
the long years of your refined disaffection disintegrate –
now your vagrancy shacks up with solid realizations:
that the sky in the lake is above your moonlit head
& your boat’s been impounded in a bout of liquidations
that your karma’s bad enough to befossil all your hopes
but far less than a dent in quantum time-space relations
that your ambitions as impromptu mystic are buried
in prepaid grave plots with headstone-free demarcations
that the endless cycle of life is a treadmill

gathering dust in the gym after the spa’s renovations

QASIDA #8
David Jalajel
their network of blather bends space so much
it lulls you into exalting their eloquence & poise
you had asked them no questions on the project back then –
you were too busy arranging your wines in an ice bath
& so now, where no honest day’s work’s ever done
you barrel down the main highway, compounding cheap joys
& each time, they project you a wide web of certainties
while they randomly prune your portfolios in half
you park off in your sportscars, dashboards agleam,
& tune in your radios to street fights & white noise
& after all your boundless projections have faded
the show ends with the shriek of their devilish laugh

QASIDA #10
David Jalajel
you keep public hearings distant from your eyes
so you can devour the sea salt & sip savoury teas
with resolve like yours, estrangement is easy as
shunning blonde dresses & fervent guarantees
the crabgrass shows lushness like broken vows
by exposing the upshot of its clumping leaves
so who are you pitching for now, for that crowd
whose aloofness repels you like old greek deities
the seeds waft right off, fuzzy & cloying the ground,
so you won’t fear petitions blowing in with the breeze

QASIDA #11
David Jalajel

the fragrant, narrow dawn grinds down to its essence,
forgotten languages thrust between us an empty page
where love songs wilt while still fresh in our hearts –
dying early, they should be sweet in what they assuage:
high & swift deprecation – this is not joy’s confusion
but logic shouting frenzied from its dry & barren cage
the loss of an hour means a lot to a gorgon’s beauty –
it’s a bad hair day in athens where nothing seems to age
but our tuneless monologues, tongues detached from speech
refusing to admit we’re bewildered by our sobriety, our rage

HAIBUN
THE NORTH SEA
(off Klitmøller)
Don Ammons
The North Sea, striking the Danish west coast as crashing, spinning surf, is always icy; even at high
noon on a hot, July day.Only once, his first time, has this Florida-grown expatriate, after a beach run,
plunged unready into this salty, icy brine. He still shivers at the memory. Now he is wading out slowly,
pausing, splashing water up on his chest, shoulders, then lunging forward; a few short swimming
lengths, one or two porpoise-like dives, but not in long before regaining the strand where he sits on an
old SUNSHINE STATE beach towel warming, watching, listening. . .
following the slap
of surf the swish of ebb
beach gravel tumbling

LOCKED IN
Gerard John Conforti
There is no where to go except to roam the long hallways and the bedrooms and the dining
room. Inmates have their own illness and are innocent enough. They have been victimized by others
and the outside world. Some have no place to go and are locked in for months at a time.
By the window, there is no view of the outside world because there are locked screens with
small holes in them.

nowhere to go

a patient begins to scream

In the dining room, the inmates sit and eat breakfast, lunch, and dinner. During the day the
inmates go to therapy groups. After groups, the inmates roam the hallways again with their own lost
world around them. Some will recover; but some won’t.
she sits quietly still without moving
Medication is given out to the inmates once, twice or three times a day. Some become stiff and walk
with their arms straight down. Others are delusional so they find it difficult to see reality. This is where
the medication plays a role in their recovery.
As each day goes by, some of the inmates start to become well and are able to see things clearer.
Others are discharged to go home to their parents or residence.
families stay for an hour

then must leave

Now and then a patient loses control and is given an injection of medicine to calm him or her. Suicidal
inmates are watched in their room by a trained tech. Sometimes the inmates take walks outside if the
weather is nice. Some try to run away but are brought back later by the police.
as night descends

someone talks in his sleep

If an inmate commits a crime, they are put in jail where they don’t get the proper help they may
need and their psychosis gets worse. Only one percent of inmates in psych wards commit crimes. In
fact most of them are innocent, but must suffer the illness they have.
a woman alone weeping because of a lost love
The psych ward and jail are the loneliest places to be. The inmates in jail who are psychotic
become worse over time. Jail is no place for someone with emotional problems. Most of them are on
suicide watch and suffer for a crime from lack of taking medications, or not taking medication at all.
fights break out there is a loud disturbance
When an inmate is discharged they sometimes must attend a resident facility for a few years for their
crime. This is a lesser suffering, but there is not much freedom in the beginning.
over and over again

inmates return to the psych wards

There has to be a change in the way the system works. There are many forms of illness such as
drug abuse or alcohol abuse. Both of them don’t help with an emotional illness. There must be
something better than this.
late at nigh

two shots are fired

The only way that I can see to help the system be better is by giving the inmates love, care,
compassion, and kindness. This is the only way things are going to change in the future, if not now.
an inmate walks the streets

alone depressed

MIRAMICHI, NEW BRUNSWICK
Ruth Holzer
Route 8: two lanes through the forests. Loaded logging trucks thunder by in both directions. Yellow
signs every few kilometers warn of moose, but no actual moose cross the road. Hours later, Miramichi
appears, spread out along its wide river. At the junction, a water tower with a giant shamrock.
from nowhere
to nowhere –
a narrow way

DIE GALOSCHEN DES GLÜCKS
Ruth Franke
in der Nacht
haben sie Flügel
meine Gedanken
tragen mich fort
federleicht
Ich kenne ihn schon, diesen Tunnel. Was wird er mir diesmal zeigen? In der Dunkelheit öffnet sich eine
Tür. Im hellen Sonnenlicht liegt auf einer Hochebene ein malerisches Dorf. Hohe Berge im
Hintergrund, zum Meer hin Felsen, steil abfallend. Santana, die Touristen-Attraktion der Insel, jetzt
menschenleer. Der Blick fällt auf eine Reihe schmucker Katen mit Strohdächern bis zur Erde hinab Weihnachtssterne stickende Frauen
in alter Tracht
In der Mitte des Dorfes ein modernes Rathaus, der große Platz umgeben von Strelizien-Rabatten und
Orangenbäumen. Da sitzen wir auf einer steinernen Bank, Lunchpakete auf den Knien. Es ist der 25.
Dezember. Auch auf Madeira läuten die Kirchenglocken, die Familien kommen zusammen und feiern
das Fest. Der Busverkehr ruht – ein idealer Tag, so hatte der Mann vorgeschlagen, um die Fahrt in den
Norden zu wagen. Auf schmalen Straßen durchs Gebirge, entlang der Felsenküste.
Auf unseren Wanderungen haben wir die Weihnachtsvorbereitungen miterlebt. Frauen wuschen die
Wäsche in den Levadas, den Bewässerungskanälen, die Häuser wurden geputzt, Schweine
geschlachtet, Honigkuchen gebacken. Überall, auch im Hotel, liebevoll gestaltete und dekorierte

Krippen-Landschaften mit vielen ländlichen Figuren, Tieren und Früchten.
alte Bergkirche
das Jesuskind
in Spitze gewickelt
Es ist warm in der Mittagssonne. Wir wollen gerade aufbrechen, da dröhnt vom Rathaus
Lautsprechermusik. Weihnachtslieder. „Leise rieselt der Schnee …“
Morgennebel
die Galoschen des Glücks
verschwunden
Die Galoschen des Glücks, Titel eines Andersen-Märchens, versetzen ihren Träger unmittelbar an den
Ort seiner Wünsche.

THE GALOSHES OF FORTUNE*
Ruth Franke
translated by Celia Brown
in the night
there are wings
on my thoughts
they carry me away
light as a feather
I know this tunnel well. What will it show me this time? In the darkness a door opens. Bright sunlight
reveals a picturesque village on a plateau against a backdrop of high mountains. Towards the sea steep
cliffs. Santana, the tourist attraction of the island, looks deserted. A row of charming little cottages
comes into view: thatched roofs reaching right down to the ground –
Christmas stars
embroidered by women
in folk costumes
At the center of the village a modern town hall in a large square with borders of crane flowers and
orange trees. There we sit on a stone bench, lunch packets on our knees. It is 25. December. Here on
Madeira the church bells are also ringing, families gather and celebrate Christmas Day together. No bus
service – an ideal time, the man had suggested, to try the trip to the North. On narrow lanes across a
mountainous region, along the rocky coastline.
On our walks we have witnessed the preparations for the Christmas season. Women washing laundry in
the Levadas - the irrigations canals – cleaning their houses, pigs being slaughtered, honey cakes baked.
Everywhere , even in our hotel, crib scenes arranged and decorated with loving care including many
country characters, farm animals and fruit.
an old hill church

the Infant Jesus
swaddled in lace
It is warm in the midday sun. We are just getting ready to leave when music blares from the
loudspeakers at the town hall. Christmas Carols: “Walking in a Winter Wonderland ...”
morning mist
the Galoshes of Fortune
have vanished
*”The Galoshes of Fortune”: title of an Andersen fairy tale; their wearers can wish themselves to be
anywhere in the world.

DIVIDED
Patricia Prime
forgive
my ignorant offering –
flowers bought blindly
in the foyer, wrapped
in green cellophane
He has his place in the Rose Garden overlooking Tauranga Harbour. (His ashes sprinkled
surreptitiously beneath a Peace rose on a starlit summer evening.) His wife has a spot in the country
churchyard on a knoll overlooking the town where they both grew up – a grave of her own. They did
not wake up from death, didn’t rave at the stars, or at
their names carved on plaques.
They would never surrender like that; both strong people, with minds of their own, who had long gone
their separate ways. They made their own game of life, roaming from one town to another with
different partners,
following the sun from dawn till dusk, and all over again. They made sure the fun was going on, far
more fun than if they laid next to each other and argued for ever: who had the more soggy soil, whose
tree gave the better shade.
red butterfly
the clouds run from you
over the horizon,
how the sun swallows
its failing strength
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SWEET SORROW
Patricia Prime
Enter the iron gates, and the cemetery unfolds before you, uphill to a stand of pines and downhill to a
stream. The main drive leads straight to the chapel, an old garden and a memorial commemorating the
soldiers who died in World War II. It’s a serene, leafy place.
A young woman holds the hand of her partner. They are here to find the grave of her father who died
when she was ten. She hasn’t been back since the day of the funeral. They meet a pair of amiable
gravediggers who point them towards the Cemeteries Office where a map is produced and they are
directed to a path near the chapel.
A flock of black crows flies out of the trees as they approach a shady corner of the cemetery. There in
front of them, not far off the path is the grave they seek.
The granite headstone bears his name in full – she never knew his middle name – with the dates 19391980. Below the name and dates is a poem written by her mother, the words incised in five lines:

its all silence
moon drifting closer
a lovely wind
fragrant with blossom
rocks you to gentle sleep
Small, spiky succulents grow in the pebble bed of the grave itself. There is a small vase at its foot,
which stands empty. She wishes she had brought flowers.

SEQUENCES
PAINTER OF SMALL OBJECTS
Ed Baranosky
the painter
creaks the old door ajar
in the early dim light
the skeleton key
casting a long shadow
inside antique clocks
chime simultaneously
out of phase
outside thick glass panes
thunder gathers the sunrise
here time flows
to an ancient metronome
miniature symphonies
painted by an unseen hand
in a forgotten empire
time and again
the desert reclaimed
the paws of the Sphinx
leaving only sand
lo paint the wind
the Dresden Doll
turns slowly on the clock-work
porcelain music-box
unconcerned with the firestorm
threatening chaos

KATE MOSS
Christopher Barnes
A sunbath air-kiss in St Tropez
that conspicuous cherry mini dress
glares on a marina's coffee bar,
not quite a glossy supplement.
The moving van presented itself.
In a fool's paradise they'd cull your furs.
The pout of...
is crack-toothed, an expressionless fixed stare in a ciggy smog focus
pulled into a Nikon Coolpix S6.

LANGUAGE, I/ANGUISH
Chen-ou Liu
slanting sunrays
drift through the window
and settle again
on the worn cover
of my Chinese-English dictionary
tunneling through my mind
I dig up English words
by lamplight –
Chinese coolie laboring
in a foreign mine
while writing poems
I hear two voices
arguing in their turn:
Conceive in English
Bu! Fan Yi
Respect English
is whispered into my left ear
Make it new
into my right –
the page remains blank

A PORTRAIT OF THE POET AS A MIDDLE-AGED MAN
Chen-ou Liu
I am forty. . .something
in the attic waiting
alone
four years gone by
and yet no chapbooks
my life. . .a void
no great book
bears my name
I hit my head
with books by other poets
hit hard by
The Complete Poems
of Chen-ou Liu
I wake to rain
chattering in the room

SNOW ON THE MOUNTAINTOP
Ruth Holzer
snow
on the mountaintop
fall colors below –
we promised to go there
together sometime
for the New Year
we decorate the gate
with pine boughs –
our thoughts surrounded
by their gentle swaying
couples therapy –
I'd always wind up worried
about our future
then you'd suggest
grabbing a hippoburger

no red lantern
for your return
tonight –
the bug light on the porch
guides your steps to me
your shock
of silvery hair
brushing my cheek
in the dark
again golden

FLOODING TITANIC*
Garry Eaton
dam progress
water reaches the steps
of the high school
explaining to Dad
as we haul him away
the new grave site
a submerged stop sign
beside the paved road
we launch the boat
old fairgrounds
flood water tops
the grandstand
translucent depths
barbed wire trails away
in the water weed
scuba bubbles
down main street
it's a ghost town
fish and game trucks
release a few rainbows
winter pasture
upper valley falls

fingers of green slime crawl up
a concrete spillway
at sunset
the darkness of water
filling my valley
a board room wall
underwater photos of Titanic's
wreckage field
*A fictitious town, sacrificed to a hydro project

OUT OF FOCUS
C.W. Hawes
we pass our days
strangers to the love we knew
still I call you friend
but all the while nights grow cold
and even friendship passes
pink and white petals
cover the ground as the snow
in late November
carried away on the wind
those lazy dreams born in spring
a cup of hot tea
a legal pad before me
pencil in motion
doodling designs on paper
the computer isn’t workirking
we ask the time
but does it really matter
what time it is
staring at the moving hands
all the time dinner grows cold
Gilead’s sweet balm
lost in the minutiae
of the dos and don’ts
with her hair she perfumed feet
disciples didn’t wash

you and your Coke can
like the clouds in the blue sky
inseparable
the telephone the waiting
the promised call which wasn’t made
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STEEP IN THE AMBIENCE
Elizabeth Howard
out of the cold
I step into the tearoom

welcome a porcelain cup
jasmine and chrysanthemum
steep in the ambience
morning sun
highlights the red barn
its snowy roof
my icy bones melting
at the crocus window
farmers’ market
soon my bags are laden
lettuce, tomatoes, corn,
green beans, and blueberries
sweetened with dew
while I was sleeping
autumn brushed
the hickory trees –
even the forest floor
a golden glow

HAIKU SEQUENCES
Alegria Imperial
1.
on the wall
moonlight washes into a bank
–my mementoes
by the shore –
footmarks receding
let go of shadows
seagulls
a triplet on the harbor –
loneliness
pigeons whoosh up
spray the sky –
mud-soaked feet
stone on my step
but a sparrow –
broken heart

ILUKO TANKA
English translations by the author
Alegria Imperial
1.
ayuyang-limdo
diay aripit ballasiw
ditoy a sumken
sinit a nalidliduan
nagtinnag nga anem-em
a haunt for sadness
the dried creek at the crossroad
here they recur
those untended flushes
turned chronic fevers
2.
maruros manen
rinemmengmo a rosas
ipinas mo man
dagiti tidda ti biag
baet dagiti birri
petals in shreds
those bouquet of roses –
patch if you please
these remnants of life
between fissures

EIN FREMDES LAND
for Georg Trakl
Chen-ou Liu
wolf moon
standing high in the sky
I hear it
howl in my blood...
eyes upon the dripping

head hit
by a train of thoughts
lost
a stranger among
white ruins of words
one deep gaze
into the blue of night
spurs me
at war against flesh
I am he who is apart

NIGHTHAWK'S SLEEP
Francis Masat
a star appears
one nighthawk
calls another
beach highway
starlight on the curve
of a thigh
lights dim
stars brighten
over the drive-in
the tang of salt
on her cheek, her neck, her . . .
starry night
back porch –
counting stars
we fall asleep

THE GREAT FART
P. RAJA
The resting tusker

As if tickled by a thought
Rose to its feet.
A hillock appeared
Within a twinkling of an eye.
Its pendulum turned tail
Swept clean the vacuum
For a free-flow of air
Trying to find an outlet.
The tusker for a while
Gave a constipated look
Shrank its mammoth tummy.
The mahout howled
With both his arms raised:
“Oh! The great fart on its way.”
The watching children in the zoo
Winked at each other,
Giggled, took to their heels,
Their imagination running riot.
At last, the tusker broke wind…
The watching kids howled
from a safe distance:
“Oh, What a shame on the tusker!
It was only a husky whisper.”

4 A.M.
Brendan Slater
4 am
her red eyes sparkle
i pluck
from my thigh
the hair of a cat
i take a sip
of bitter coffee
she remembers
how it used to be
before computers

and rolls
a dusty cigarette
i cover up
the crescent moon
with the clouds
and then . . .
the cat's soft purr
the wind
at the window

SEVEN STONE BUDDHAS
For John Martone
Karma Tenzing Wangchuk
first crocus –
the stone buddha's
gentle smile
pull weeds
by the stone buddha
do no harm
rake leaves
around the stone buddha
don't think about transience
a snowflake melts
on the stone buddha's nose . . .
there you go again
tough
stone
buddha
love

starlight
glitter
of quartz
in the
stone

buddha's
face

all this stone buddha dreaming
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HUBBLE PHOTOS
Richard Tice
grandmother's quilts
the subject of
the Hubble Telescope

space rosaries
in an eternally black winter
stirring
the chocolate and cream swirls
of that galaxy
the void still in colors
added to the universe

ENDE GUT ALLES GUT
A Renga of Farewell
richard witherspoon

smoke & mist & cloud
maple leaf, ginkgo fallen
sans teeth sans eyes sans . . .
this autumn morning
a cricket crawls yr coffin
rasping its goodbye
scarecrow: pumpkin field
my jar broken when dead, too
wind, late autumn moon
mist-shrouded waning
horns bracketing nothingness
going home today
felt at heart's bottom wind-in-dry-leaves desolate
massaged by the blind
sharing the same air
heart in a thousand pieces
burning heap of leaves
concern over things
in the way of converting
body into smoke
solitary goose
flying so high in the sky gone, the soul in flight
closing this autumn
old yet fashionable suit
well-worn pajama
no more snores ever
autumn, but almost winter
stop pretending dead
snow in the evening
winter pansy some here, there
last day of autumn
II.
no, not quite yet dark
still some tea left in the pot ember under ash
pillows oppress bone unanswered telephone calls
the way of all flesh
beginning, the end
being part of all being
end, the beginning
effort-objectiveperception-intent-resultfocus-discernment
escaping the wheel
not meeting in the next life
hill-darkening dusk
a corpse in my bones
(wind nipping w/exposed teeth)
dying to get out
awake yet dreaming
when dead, too, a stone marker
dreaming yet awake
in passing over
meeting you like the Tang poem in the next village
head, the north, body lying its right side, facing
the west – now, return
aged already so
like my dying: leave-taking
yr friends, relatives
here & then not here –
writing from far, far away she sends her last hug
III.

spring-like winter day the old photograph can't lie what a beauty, you!
a cold penetrates
sitting how long the bed's edge?
an orchid at night
much ‘body-water’ this early winter twilight ‘heart-blood’ not enough
death, crawling slowly half-moon intoxicated
creeps into a bed
lung & windpipe blocked
traffic-light yet bad crash letting go yr hand
a snowy branch, crows
where-when-how-who-does/gets-what
sun, the sky’s center
burning incense – sleet
flower offering, donation
that chilly city
frost snapping off twigs
garden withered w/o you
picking up pine cones
the first heavy snow
still askew its parking space
the car you last drove
escape from this life goes one way or the other
wind flower :: snowflake . . .
winter moon silence
chants for the souls gone before incense spiraling
IV.
sparrows-to-free sale sunflowers out of season
year-end marketing
how long in the tooth
before dogs, when there's food, pray?
New Year's Eve party
Indian summer
last year: The Isle of the Blessed
we were still alive

SINGLE POEMS

flash of lightning
illuminates the pond
the green toad bellows
Rebecca S.

around the river bends
the late summer sun –
napping in the grass
Rebecca S.
overgrown garden
heady scents drift upward
to her open window
Rebecca S.

mountain hot springs
just a young couple wearing
each other

ayaz daryl nielsen

short lengths
of silence
chain-saw
Joanna M. Weston

the old moon
tangled in branches –
grandmother's hand
Joanna M. Weston

half-moon
the neighbour's light
at two a.m.
Joanna M. Weston

winter driveway
we're always
saying goodbye
Joanna M. Weston

small waves
licking sea weed
beach picnic
Joanna M. Weston

humming fan
eyelids droop
with the sermon
Joanna M. Weston

blackberry pie
from the freezer
snow on the hills
Joanna M. Weston

Helle Winternacht
von der Farbe seiner Augen
von seinem Lachen
hat die schöne Sidhe erzählt
in meinem Traum
Bright winter night
about the colour of his eyes
about his laughter
has told the beautiful Sidhe
in my dream
Ramona Linke

Der Schneewind
hat seinen Namen gewispert
des Nachts...
Winterspatzen wissen davon
sogar im Rosenstrauch
The snow wind
has whispered his name
at night...
and even in the rosebush
winter sparrows know about it
Ramona Linke

strong gale
an angel with the broken wing
lies on the grave
artur lewandowski

ARTICLES

WHITE LETTER POEMS IN TRANSLATION
Clelia Ifrim
I would like to write about something special about Saito Fumi – “the queen of modern tanka in
Japan,” as she is called by Susumi Takiguchi, the poet and editor. This year, on April 26, it is 8 years
since she passed away .The number 8 has a particular significance. It is the figure of the infinite, and I
think that the chrysanthemum with 16 petals, the Emperor's emblem, can make a link between the sky
and earth.
Unsaid though is a white letter. It is like the names said just in the mind.
In 1997 when Saito Fumi was invited for second time at the Imperial Place, at Utakai Hajime, she was
nearly 90 years old. From the episode of February 26, 1926, had passed 70 years. Her father's name,
because he had been imprisoned and exiled, was a white letter .Nobody can translate it. When the
Emperor said about her father, that he was “a strange man,” she smiled like “an old lady.” In presence
of the Emperor, Saito Fumi read this tanka:
in the field
with an abundant figure
is one
limbs embrace the wind
month and days as well *
“It's not easy to translate her poetry,” says Jane Reichhold. It is also hard to understand these tanka. I
have read several times the small explanatory fragment between the two translators about one tanka
included in the online version (www.ahapoetry/white letter poems.html) of this anthology that contains
poems from the first of Fumi's collection – Fish Song (1932 -1940) – to her last book Autumn Blue Sky
(1985 -1993).
fish no longer live
in this flowing stream
because of the loneliness
we set afloat the red
of crimson maple leaves **
Hatsue Kawamura gives for the first line of tanka as in this translation, and Jane Reichhold suggested
"fish cannot stay.” The other lines of poem were translated the same. "Because of loneliness” is the
middle of the poem; I think that it can belong to the first part of poem, but also to the second part of it.
The "loneliness” can be the subject for the two parts of poem. It is the loneliness makes the fish to want
to be caught.
The poet Michio Nakahara (1951 - ), in the anthology Message from Butterfly (translated into English
by James Kirkup and Makoto Tamaki) has this haiku:
One beast, because of
solitude, so easily

caught in a snare
The solitude is hard to endure by a beast, fish, and people. Perhaps, also those fish allowed themselves
to be caught, for to escape from the loneliness .This thing means their death, but they preferred the
death to the loneliness. This is another example of white letters.
The red maple leaves set in the river are an offering for forgiveness made by the ones who caught the
fish. They cannot change the course of the running water, nor the course of the live and death. Another
loneliness, another white letter.
Life and death – the great subjects of Saito Fumi's poetry. Her life was full of tragic events. She turned
the black of her life into the white of her tanka.
A blind white. A destiny like a blind figurine. And what can a figurine read "with two eye holes "?
Perhaps, the white letters unwritten in this world:
to say good-bye
I must be going along
shut the door
and leave just like that
it can't be done in this world ***

*/**/***/ White Letters Poems by Saito Fumi . Translated into English by Hatsue Kawamura and Jane
Reichhold , Copyright © 1998.

WHAT IS AN EPIGRAM?
Daniel Barth
I was talking with my sister Karen on the phone the other night and she said, "I have this new little
short poem, but it's not exactly a haiku."
I said, "Oh yeah? Let's hear it."
She recited:
Our Lady of Fatima Retreat Center-The fattest squirrels you've ever seen.
They chase each other slowly through the snow.
"That sounds more like an epigram," I said.

"What is an epigram?" she said
I recited Coleridge's poem, "What Is an Epigram?"
What is an epigram? A dwarfish whole,
Its body brevity, and wit its soul.
She said, "Oh, okay, I think I have a couple more of those."
The next day she sent them to me.
One Night at Tewligan's Tavern
Bleached blonde baby
With your bright white smile
Reality will have to wait a while
*
One Night Outside of Tewligan's Tavern
Unarmed forces seem to me
To have more varied possibilities.
Yes, those are definitely epigrams.
Basically, an epigram is any very short poem, titled or untitled, rhymed or unrhymed, that is witty,
clever or funny. The form goes back quite a ways, taking its name from a Greek word meaning
"inscription." It's most famous early practitioner was the Roman poet, Martial (AD 40-104). Here are a
couple of his, translated by Rolfe Humphries.
You say, to start with, you have laryngitis;
Stop right there, Maximus, and you'll delight us.
*
Why don't I send my books to you
When you've asked me so many times?
Good enough reason, Ted; you might
Reciprocate with your own rhymes.
Good old, Martial, hanging out at the Forum in the old days with Maximus and Ted.
As the Coleridge epigram cited above attests, the form became popular with British poets of the 17th
through 19th centuries. Here's another by Coleridge
On a Volunteer Singer
Swans sing before they die –'twere no bad thing

Should certain people die before they sing!
Subject matter of epigrams is not limited or proscribed, but they are often ribald, satirical or cutting.
Here's one by Matthew Prior.
A True Maid
No, no, for my virginity,
When I lose that, says Rose, I'll die:
Behind the elms, last night, cried Dick,
Rose, were you not extremely sick?
The term epigram is also used for any witty or cutting remark, the kind Oscar Wilde and Dorothy
Parker were famous for, e. g., the latter's "I'd rather have a free bottle in front of me than a prefrontal
lobotomy." If you make a witty comment, feel free to call it an epigram, but my purpose here is to
consider the epigram as a poetic form, something that involves at least a minimum of care and craft.
My friend Clyde Klingenberg is a visual artist, a painter. He's also dyslexic, and so not especially a
word man. A short form like epigram appeals to him, and every once in a while he comes up with a
good one, like:
Lizard Heaven
Welcome to lizard heaven,
where the sun is hot,
the rocks are flat,
and the flies move real slow.
And:
Dog Heaven
Dog heaven where
Every time a human takes a bite
Something falls
Clydepigrams.
My writer friend Rob Zoschke says, "Haiku shmaiku. Epigram shmepigram. Just call 'em all short
poems." He has a point, but we literary types like to carp and cavil. Helps keep the university English
departments in business. Here's one of Rob's short poems. Looks like an epigram to me.
Hey Ma
she asked for
cigarettes
cell phone minutes
and cherry Rolaids
and that is just what

her mother bought her
Emily Dickinson, Langston Hughes, and Robert Frost all wrote a lot of short poems. Some of these I
think of as epigrams, others not. It's a matter of the spirit of the poem. Here's one by Hughes.
One
Lonely
As the wind
On the Lincoln
Prairies
Lonely
As a bottle of likker
On a table
All by itself.
To me that's a little too wistful to be thought of as an epigram, but others might disagree.
Here's another by Hughes.
Suicide's Note
The calm,
Cool face of the river
Asked me for a kiss.
That one could almost be a haiku, but I'd call it an epigram. For one thing it has a title, which is often
half the fun of an epigram, and is considered all but taboo for haiku.
One more by Hughes:
Green Memory
A wonderful time-the War:
when money rolled in
and blood rolled out
But blood
was far away
from here –
Money was near.
Yes, that one is definitely an epigram.
Ogden Nash and Hillaire Belloc are two more poets who wrote lots of humorous verse, including
epigrams. Here's one by Nash.
A Word to Husbands
To keep your marriage brimming,
With love in the loving cup,
Whenever you're wrong, admit it;
Whenever you're right, shut up.

Dorothy Parker also wrote some of the poetic type. Here's one of hers I like.
Resumé
Razors pain you;
Rivers are damp;
Acids stain you;
And drugs cause cramp.
Guns aren't lawful;
Nooses give;
Gas smells awful;
You might as well live.
What about length? Martial, and Ben Jonson, who also wrote many, inclined to rather lengthy ones at
times-twenty lines or more. Nowadays, with our media shortened attention spans, anything over eight
seems a bit too long for an epigram. But readers and poets can decide for themselves.
Okay, Karen. Now do you know what an epigram is?
In closing, here's one more by Dorothy Parker:
A Pig's-Eye View of Literature: Oscar Wilde
If with the literate I am
Impelled to try an epigram,
I never seek to take the credit;
We all assume that Oscar said it.
3.12.2010
This article was borrowed from http://www.aceswebworld.com/danielbarth_articles.html where you
can go to get more of Barth’s words.

EARTH LANGUAGE NEWS
From: Yoshiko McFarland [yoshikomc@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 9:56 PM
To: yoshikom@earthlanguage.org
Subject: Earth Language News-mail [Time to Turn] January, 2010
Thank you very much for your interest and support of EL.
The Turn of this mail title means the change of the relation between Earth Language (EL) and the
founder, myself. I'm going to be free from the EL as my duty; and EL is going to be free from me. This
is not only for annual greeting and updating; but also I'd like to share my decision with you. Thank you
for your time with me.
winter grasses
eyes are watching
from underground
[Turn came to me physically]

EL has been raised by much cooperation from many countries. But if only saying about myself, a
couple of my characteristics helped this long time devotion. One is of seeking truth and beauty in the
universe; and the other is a kind of responsibility for this era. "Even if you were born on Pearl Harbor
Day, you are too conceited to feel responsibility alone" young mailers have blamed me. But nothing
can happen without the first one. As a person having an experience of a big war in her infancy, it was
natural to think about the way to live in peace on earth.
I really enjoyed setting the symbols, learning through the art of nature. But without spreading, EL can't
completely do its duty as a communication method. Truthfully, I had forced myself to work for
spreading EL as the founder's responsibility. (Below you'll see the update of EL website in 2009.)
But I had to stop it because my optic nerve revolted against too much using. I realized that my custom
of computing for hours couldn't be kept for so long.
EL has the potentiality to open communications beyond cultures and physical conditions, with only one
symbol-set; and work for all kinds of necessities such as sending messages, phonetics, hand/body signs,
Braille, also showing classifications, rationally simplifying, creating logos and personal ciphers, etc.
Not so simple as the principle of relativity, but only 91 symbols can express all about the universe,
while helping all kinds of communication that can't work between mother tongues; and the system is
still simpler than other languages.
However, these unprecedented amounts of functions actually impress people as "complexity," and
become the neck of popularization. I've been afflicted with the problem for several years. By floods of
information and images, people on earth are now speeding up to be too busy and flee from complexity.
In fact, I'm not the exception...
[Dadaism and EL]
Relating to this dilemma, recently an Italian student of graphic design in London, Matteo Pelo sent me
his thesis titled "Alphabet of Images." It gives a lot of space to EL as a representation of constructed
universal languages to bring the ideal future, including the article interviewing with me. The point of
his thesis is something like this:
The movement of Dadaism has denied and broken readymade rules, structures and common sense,
since WW1. Dada has also broken the value of traditional languages and grammars with their
structures. On the other hand, reacting to big destruction by world wars, seeking an ideal society,
Esperanto and Earth Language were born. However these languages have their steady structures, so
they can't survive nor take over the world; they can't invite a peaceful world in the flowing of Dada.
Everyone wants to be free from structures and wants to express themselves in their own style. Now
only Isotype, which is just pictograms without any grammar, has revived being used as icons. That is
because Isotype doesn't have any structures, ideal direction or will.
(I put this thesis as a PDF-file in the EL site after getting his permission. In case you'd like to read
more, please download it from the English contents page. Although there are some mistakes in the
introduction about me, I uploaded it as it was.)
Indeed, I started EL imagining a rounder global society in the future and structured EL to be able to
hold the new world. However, as Matteo says, calling for people to join in developing EL for the
purpose to bring about an ideal society might be unnatural in the sequence. People today are living in
their separate ways. EL is just a communication method. Just like personal computers have spread,
everyone could feel freer to use and enjoy EL more if it's without any purposeful direction. I might

work with too much effort for particular things... Thanks Matteo, I learned it.
However, I do not totally agree with your thesis. I have passed through Dadaism before getting the EL
inspiration. EL has the clear structure, but it holds some sense of Dada in its structure.
In nature, things are eventually going to chaos. But living creatures get their new lives in their body
with each structure. After big destruction in nature, evolved new structures could be born. After the
difficulty to carry on the world with local culture based languages, people must try new thoughts with
the natural and global base. EL has an evolved structure with multi-method. Humans are able to
appreciate beauty of structures; and this nature would not change, I think.
The structure of EL symbols has a spacious feeling, holding endlessly buried images, and has the
nature to involve the user's whole body senses. Also it encourages new ways of thought as if showing
the relations of the user's stimulated neurons visibly out of the brain. It helps to get new ideas. The
people, who remembered their primary body feelings through Dada, Jazz or modern arts, would awake
in the wonder of the EL structure with the overlay system, and enjoy breaking down and connecting
images. They might not learn EL or the same new kind of structure to bring up an ideal world; but they
would enjoy playing with the EL crystal ball to see and to feel symbols freely connecting and breaking
images.
Of course if some people would seek their ideal society, EL can help them. Now the hungriest people
for it must be minorities in endangered cultures or with physical problems such as deafness or
blindness. If they really get together to realize the world with EL or that kind of method, the world
could be a very different place. Also EL was structured by a collage of old wisdom that was abandoned
in the past. So it can be told that EL also holds essences of Dadaism in its structure, can't it?
By the way, some Americans, whom I met in the last year, similarly said that the communication
method in the future would not be a language, and it would be telepathy. I wonder if humans could
suddenly change into something like Elves, Maybe sending an EL symbol might be possible; I'd like to
experiment with it.
[Tying]
clouds open
a bunch of reminiscent strings
are released to the sky
From this spring, my stronghold will move to Washington state. Since last summer, I have been busy
preparing for the move.
In that time, I found a bunch of old letters in the back of my shelf. Airmail letters asking me to stop the
prodigality like EL and to return to batik art, and much older precious memorial letters that I brought
from Japan in 1987. In my batik era, I used to get encouraging letters from a lot of people; and many of
them were written by brush and ink or with some painting. How warm they are comparing to emails!
Time has changed a lot in the past quarter century, I threw away boxes of pencil-drafts of earlier EL
ideas, because the lines too faded to read. But brush and ink letters look fresh even after thirty years.
Among them, there was a beautiful hand written letter from Mr. Kato Yoshinari, who was the author of
the modern language "Izumo-no-kuni Hudoki" (a local topography with legends and products:
originally written in the 8th century) with annotations. I recall him when seeing him the first and the
last time, as if it was yesterday. Sitting straight on his deathbed, he joined his palms together and

looked at my eyes. He said, "I've wanted to connect ancient Izumo people's spirits with the future
world; but now I'm going to pass away, only leaving the guide of this ancient book. I believe you can
do what I wanted. I'd like to entrust it to you." Tears spilled over and over from both of his eyes.
At that period, I was walking around ancient Izumo land with his book as my guide, to paint the ancient
spiritual world and to write essays. In the land, many interesting events and things looked like they
descended from several thousands of years ago. Such long surviving things must lead us to truth. Why
do present people make sacred fire in the Stone Age manner? Why does such a big grass rope have to
be made? No living people could answer my questions, but the sky sent me the far ancestral message,
"The source of a new life or a new creation comes from TYING different lives or things. The spirit of
prosperity is in tying."
Coming through Mr. Kato's wish, I published an ancient Izumo story book, "Kamosu" just before
immigrating to the US. But the message about TYING was never far away from me. The Western and
the Eastern cultures are so different. Is there a way to tie them? How can modern people being busy to
compete forward listen to the ancient voices? The key to open the future world must be in those tied
knots, I imagined. Through this thought, the EL idea flashed on me as the tying-tool.
Now I'd like to leave the EL development to the next generations; and to focus on delving into the tying
art, and of course often using EL symbols as just one of the users....I came into this state of mind.
Now I'm typing this little by little in the bottom of a ravine of cardboard boxes for the moving.
[EL website in 2009]
Until April, I worked hard as the followings.
1 EL translation of a part of President Obama's Inaugural Address included country names. (January):
http://earthlanguage.org/mininews/Obama.htm
2, The Illustrated Dictionary [Directions, Locations and shapes] (January):
http://earthlanguage.org/illust-dic/direction6.htm
3. Commemorating for the 10th birthday of the EL Poem section, also stimulated by haiku books sent
from authors, hoo wrote an extra essay, "Japanese Soil produces Haiku culture and global haiku"
(February); got both criticism and sympathy from several countries.
http://earthlanguage.org/poem/0309haikuground.htm
4. As a method to change the global world into sustainable way, renewed the point of EL (March)
http://earthlanguage.org/Ge-brief/change-e.htm
5, Being invited, joined in Internet societies in English and in Japanese, started to inform new people
about EL making image files for easy understanding. (March):
Perhaps because of too much computing, in April, I got my vision and nerve problems; and had to give
up the EL project for Internet societies. Instead, seriously started exercise to cure the optic nerves.
Removing glasses for it, I had to stop regular series with graphics in the EL website.
As the result of this vision exercise, I knew for the first time that our vision could be controlled by
ourselves. Also I found EL symbols and body signs simply and immediately helped me for focusing on

both concentration and relaxation together. This kind of systematical symbol must be widely applicable
for medical and psychological treatments, without being concerned with reactions. A language is not
only for a way to communicate with others, but first of all, a way to communicate with our own bodies
and minds; and to know them deeply, I realized again.
6. new six pages in the EL website to introduce my experimental natural vision improvement way.:
http://earthlanguage.org/M-exercise/me-label.htm
Please feel free to try this to improve your vision and to protect from dry eyes, cataracts and glaucoma.
[Into nature]
In the poem section, there were the ecological serials of "Mandala Taught by Forest" intermittently
from July, 2002. The house we'll move into is in that forest in Washington state.
I physically worked a lot last fall to prepare to live there, such as carpentry, cleaning the roofs and
gutters, making trails, collecting a hill of wet leaves to make a good veggie patch for the future... I
discovered how much I love outdoor labor more than sitting in front of my desk,
"Earthworm Meditation" (haiku by hoo, during working in the forest)
a pipe to tie
universe and earth;
the intestine is her brain
coiling up
to infinite,
she holds pitch dark ease
sincere gratitude
devouring rotted bodies,
to have earth for new lives
the keys
elastically turn
supporting lives on earth,
hoeing
haiku from earth
washes my brain
shovel speaks
about emotion
of each wet leaf
The forest changes its face every few minutes; showing the origin of lives. The forest's lesson for hoo
was started by her teacher, Earthworm.
Occasionally hoo makes haiku like above, but she recently seeks some poetic expression without any
words and grammar but with only layers of visual symbols. She had experimented this way in the past,
but she wants to do more purely for art using EL, sometimes even mixing with some ancient
hieroglyphs, using ink and brush. Also she will try to become symbols with her whole body under the
trees. How do others understand and enjoy them? Forgetting about mission duty of EL, she is going to

the depth of the symbol world, living in the forests of Washington.
[In your hands]
Yoshiko will keep the EL website as its original place. From now on, EL is in your hands, if you'd like.
Using the system and ideas, anyone may freely develop EL for each field; and spread it through his/her
own website or you-tube kind of place: e.g. for setting up scholarly names of things in EL, making lists
of EL phonetic scripts to show pronunciations of a local language (useful to teach any languages),
creations with symbols, or dances with EL body signs, etc. If someone could manage a web 2.0-style
discussion place for the EL dictionary, it would be great. I can't do so much to help it, but it would be
my pleasure to answer questions.
Thank you for reading all. Best wishes, Yoshiko McFarland: hoo
www.earthlanguage.org

BOOK REVIEWS

WHITE LETTER POEMS IN TRANSLATION
Clelia Ifrim
I would like to write about something special about Saito Fumi – “the queen of modern tanka in
Japan,” as she is called by Susumi Takiguchi, the poet and editor. This year, on April 26, it is 8 years
since she passed away .The number 8 has a particular significance. It is the figure of the infinite, and I
think that the chrysanthemum with 16 petals, the Emperor's emblem, can make a link between the sky
and earth.
Unsaid though is a white letter. It is like the names said just in the mind.
In 1997 when Saito Fumi was invited for second time at the Imperial Place, at Utakai Hajime, she was
nearly 90 years old. From the episode of February 26, 1926, had passed 70 years. Her father's name,
because he had been imprisoned and exiled, was a white letter .Nobody can translate it. When the
Emperor said about her father, that he was “a strange man,” she smiled like “an old lady.” In presence
of the Emperor, Saito Fumi read this tanka:
in the field
with an abundant figure
is one
limbs embrace the wind
month and days as well *
“It's not easy to translate her poetry,” says Jane Reichhold. It is also hard to understand these tanka. I
have read several times the small explanatory fragment between the two translators about one tanka
included in the online version (www.ahapoetry/white letter poems.html) of this anthology that contains
poems from the first of Fumi's collection – Fish Song (1932 -1940) – to her last book Autumn Blue Sky
(1985 -1993).

fish no longer live
in this flowing stream
because of the loneliness
we set afloat the red
of crimson maple leaves **
Hatsue Kawamura gives for the first line of tanka as in this translation, and Jane Reichhold suggested
"fish cannot stay.” The other lines of poem were translated the same. "Because of loneliness” is the
middle of the poem; I think that it can belong to the first part of poem, but also to the second part of it.
The "loneliness” can be the subject for the two parts of poem. It is the loneliness makes the fish to want
to be caught.
The poet Michio Nakahara (1951 - ), in the anthology Message from Butterfly (translated into English
by James Kirkup and Makoto Tamaki) has this haiku:
One beast, because of
solitude, so easily
caught in a snare
The solitude is hard to endure by a beast, fish, and people. Perhaps, also those fish allowed themselves
to be caught, for to escape from the loneliness .This thing means their death, but they preferred the
death to the loneliness. This is another example of white letters.
The red maple leaves set in the river are an offering for forgiveness made by the ones who caught the
fish. They cannot change the course of the running water, nor the course of the live and death. Another
loneliness, another white letter.
Life and death – the great subjects of Saito Fumi's poetry. Her life was full of tragic events. She turned
the black of her life into the white of her tanka.
A blind white. A destiny like a blind figurine. And what can a figurine read "with two eye holes "?
Perhaps, the white letters unwritten in this world:
to say good-bye
I must be going along
shut the door
and leave just like that
it can't be done in this world ***

*/**/***/ White Letters Poems by Saito Fumi . Translated into English by Hatsue Kawamura and Jane
Reichhold , Copyright © 1998.

WHAT IS AN EPIGRAM?
Daniel Barth

I was talking with my sister Karen on the phone the other night and she said, "I have this new little
short poem, but it's not exactly a haiku."
I said, "Oh yeah? Let's hear it."
She recited:
Our Lady of Fatima Retreat Center-The fattest squirrels you've ever seen.
They chase each other slowly through the snow.
"That sounds more like an epigram," I said.
"What is an epigram?" she said
I recited Coleridge's poem, "What Is an Epigram?"
What is an epigram? A dwarfish whole,
Its body brevity, and wit its soul.
She said, "Oh, okay, I think I have a couple more of those."
The next day she sent them to me.
One Night at Tewligan's Tavern
Bleached blonde baby
With your bright white smile
Reality will have to wait a while
*
One Night Outside of Tewligan's Tavern
Unarmed forces seem to me
To have more varied possibilities.
Yes, those are definitely epigrams.
Basically, an epigram is any very short poem, titled or untitled, rhymed or unrhymed, that is witty,
clever or funny. The form goes back quite a ways, taking its name from a Greek word meaning
"inscription." It's most famous early practitioner was the Roman poet, Martial (AD 40-104). Here are a
couple of his, translated by Rolfe Humphries.
You say, to start with, you have laryngitis;
Stop right there, Maximus, and you'll delight us.
*

Why don't I send my books to you
When you've asked me so many times?
Good enough reason, Ted; you might
Reciprocate with your own rhymes.
Good old, Martial, hanging out at the Forum in the old days with Maximus and Ted.
As the Coleridge epigram cited above attests, the form became popular with British poets of the 17th
through 19th centuries. Here's another by Coleridge
On a Volunteer Singer
Swans sing before they die –'twere no bad thing
Should certain people die before they sing!
Subject matter of epigrams is not limited or proscribed, but they are often ribald, satirical or cutting.
Here's one by Matthew Prior.
A True Maid
No, no, for my virginity,
When I lose that, says Rose, I'll die:
Behind the elms, last night, cried Dick,
Rose, were you not extremely sick?
The term epigram is also used for any witty or cutting remark, the kind Oscar Wilde and Dorothy
Parker were famous for, e. g., the latter's "I'd rather have a free bottle in front of me than a prefrontal
lobotomy." If you make a witty comment, feel free to call it an epigram, but my purpose here is to
consider the epigram as a poetic form, something that involves at least a minimum of care and craft.
My friend Clyde Klingenberg is a visual artist, a painter. He's also dyslexic, and so not especially a
word man. A short form like epigram appeals to him, and every once in a while he comes up with a
good one, like:
Lizard Heaven
Welcome to lizard heaven,
where the sun is hot,
the rocks are flat,
and the flies move real slow.
And:
Dog Heaven

Dog heaven where
Every time a human takes a bite
Something falls
Clydepigrams.
My writer friend Rob Zoschke says, "Haiku shmaiku. Epigram shmepigram. Just call 'em all short
poems." He has a point, but we literary types like to carp and cavil. Helps keep the university English
departments in business. Here's one of Rob's short poems. Looks like an epigram to me.
Hey Ma
she asked for
cigarettes
cell phone minutes
and cherry Rolaids
and that is just what
her mother bought her
Emily Dickinson, Langston Hughes, and Robert Frost all wrote a lot of short poems. Some of these I
think of as epigrams, others not. It's a matter of the spirit of the poem. Here's one by Hughes.
One
Lonely
As the wind
On the Lincoln
Prairies
Lonely
As a bottle of likker
On a table
All by itself.
To me that's a little too wistful to be thought of as an epigram, but others might disagree.
Here's another by Hughes.
Suicide's Note
The calm,
Cool face of the river
Asked me for a kiss.
That one could almost be a haiku, but I'd call it an epigram. For one thing it has a title, which is often
half the fun of an epigram, and is considered all but taboo for haiku.
One more by Hughes:
Green Memory

A wonderful time-the War:
when money rolled in
and blood rolled out
But blood
was far away
from here –
Money was near.
Yes, that one is definitely an epigram.
Ogden Nash and Hillaire Belloc are two more poets who wrote lots of humorous verse, including
epigrams. Here's one by Nash.
A Word to Husbands
To keep your marriage brimming,
With love in the loving cup,
Whenever you're wrong, admit it;
Whenever you're right, shut up.
Dorothy Parker also wrote some of the poetic type. Here's one of hers I like.
Resumé
Razors pain you;
Rivers are damp;
Acids stain you;
And drugs cause cramp.
Guns aren't lawful;
Nooses give;
Gas smells awful;
You might as well live.
What about length? Martial, and Ben Jonson, who also wrote many, inclined to rather lengthy ones at
times-twenty lines or more. Nowadays, with our media shortened attention spans, anything over eight
seems a bit too long for an epigram. But readers and poets can decide for themselves.
Okay, Karen. Now do you know what an epigram is?
In closing, here's one more by Dorothy Parker:
A Pig's-Eye View of Literature: Oscar Wilde
If with the literate I am
Impelled to try an epigram,
I never seek to take the credit;
We all assume that Oscar said it.
3.12.2010
This article was borrowed from http://www.aceswebworld.com/danielbarth_articles.html where you
can go to get more of Barth’s words.

EARTH LANGUAGE NEWS
From: Yoshiko McFarland [yoshikomc@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 9:56 PM
To: yoshikom@earthlanguage.org
Subject: Earth Language News-mail [Time to Turn] January, 2010
Thank you very much for your interest and support of EL.
The Turn of this mail title means the change of the relation between Earth Language (EL) and the
founder, myself. I'm going to be free from the EL as my duty; and EL is going to be free from me. This
is not only for annual greeting and updating; but also I'd like to share my decision with you. Thank you
for your time with me.
winter grasses
eyes are watching
from underground
[Turn came to me physically]
EL has been raised by much cooperation from many countries. But if only saying about myself, a
couple of my characteristics helped this long time devotion. One is of seeking truth and beauty in the
universe; and the other is a kind of responsibility for this era. "Even if you were born on Pearl Harbor
Day, you are too conceited to feel responsibility alone" young mailers have blamed me. But nothing
can happen without the first one. As a person having an experience of a big war in her infancy, it was
natural to think about the way to live in peace on earth.
I really enjoyed setting the symbols, learning through the art of nature. But without spreading, EL can't
completely do its duty as a communication method. Truthfully, I had forced myself to work for
spreading EL as the founder's responsibility. (Below you'll see the update of EL website in 2009.)
But I had to stop it because my optic nerve revolted against too much using. I realized that my custom
of computing for hours couldn't be kept for so long.
EL has the potentiality to open communications beyond cultures and physical conditions, with only one
symbol-set; and work for all kinds of necessities such as sending messages, phonetics, hand/body signs,
Braille, also showing classifications, rationally simplifying, creating logos and personal ciphers, etc.
Not so simple as the principle of relativity, but only 91 symbols can express all about the universe,
while helping all kinds of communication that can't work between mother tongues; and the system is
still simpler than other languages.
However, these unprecedented amounts of functions actually impress people as "complexity," and
become the neck of popularization. I've been afflicted with the problem for several years. By floods of
information and images, people on earth are now speeding up to be too busy and flee from complexity.
In fact, I'm not the exception...
[Dadaism and EL]
Relating to this dilemma, recently an Italian student of graphic design in London, Matteo Pelo sent me
his thesis titled "Alphabet of Images." It gives a lot of space to EL as a representation of constructed
universal languages to bring the ideal future, including the article interviewing with me. The point of
his thesis is something like this:

The movement of Dadaism has denied and broken readymade rules, structures and common sense,
since WW1. Dada has also broken the value of traditional languages and grammars with their
structures. On the other hand, reacting to big destruction by world wars, seeking an ideal society,
Esperanto and Earth Language were born. However these languages have their steady structures, so
they can't survive nor take over the world; they can't invite a peaceful world in the flowing of Dada.
Everyone wants to be free from structures and wants to express themselves in their own style. Now
only Isotype, which is just pictograms without any grammar, has revived being used as icons. That is
because Isotype doesn't have any structures, ideal direction or will.
(I put this thesis as a PDF-file in the EL site after getting his permission. In case you'd like to read
more, please download it from the English contents page. Although there are some mistakes in the
introduction about me, I uploaded it as it was.)
Indeed, I started EL imagining a rounder global society in the future and structured EL to be able to
hold the new world. However, as Matteo says, calling for people to join in developing EL for the
purpose to bring about an ideal society might be unnatural in the sequence. People today are living in
their separate ways. EL is just a communication method. Just like personal computers have spread,
everyone could feel freer to use and enjoy EL more if it's without any purposeful direction. I might
work with too much effort for particular things... Thanks Matteo, I learned it.
However, I do not totally agree with your thesis. I have passed through Dadaism before getting the EL
inspiration. EL has the clear structure, but it holds some sense of Dada in its structure.
In nature, things are eventually going to chaos. But living creatures get their new lives in their body
with each structure. After big destruction in nature, evolved new structures could be born. After the
difficulty to carry on the world with local culture based languages, people must try new thoughts with
the natural and global base. EL has an evolved structure with multi-method. Humans are able to
appreciate beauty of structures; and this nature would not change, I think.
The structure of EL symbols has a spacious feeling, holding endlessly buried images, and has the
nature to involve the user's whole body senses. Also it encourages new ways of thought as if showing
the relations of the user's stimulated neurons visibly out of the brain. It helps to get new ideas. The
people, who remembered their primary body feelings through Dada, Jazz or modern arts, would awake
in the wonder of the EL structure with the overlay system, and enjoy breaking down and connecting
images. They might not learn EL or the same new kind of structure to bring up an ideal world; but they
would enjoy playing with the EL crystal ball to see and to feel symbols freely connecting and breaking
images.
Of course if some people would seek their ideal society, EL can help them. Now the hungriest people
for it must be minorities in endangered cultures or with physical problems such as deafness or
blindness. If they really get together to realize the world with EL or that kind of method, the world
could be a very different place. Also EL was structured by a collage of old wisdom that was abandoned
in the past. So it can be told that EL also holds essences of Dadaism in its structure, can't it?
By the way, some Americans, whom I met in the last year, similarly said that the communication
method in the future would not be a language, and it would be telepathy. I wonder if humans could
suddenly change into something like Elves, Maybe sending an EL symbol might be possible; I'd like to
experiment with it.
[Tying]

clouds open
a bunch of reminiscent strings
are released to the sky
From this spring, my stronghold will move to Washington state. Since last summer, I have been busy
preparing for the move.
In that time, I found a bunch of old letters in the back of my shelf. Airmail letters asking me to stop the
prodigality like EL and to return to batik art, and much older precious memorial letters that I brought
from Japan in 1987. In my batik era, I used to get encouraging letters from a lot of people; and many of
them were written by brush and ink or with some painting. How warm they are comparing to emails!
Time has changed a lot in the past quarter century, I threw away boxes of pencil-drafts of earlier EL
ideas, because the lines too faded to read. But brush and ink letters look fresh even after thirty years.
Among them, there was a beautiful hand written letter from Mr. Kato Yoshinari, who was the author of
the modern language "Izumo-no-kuni Hudoki" (a local topography with legends and products:
originally written in the 8th century) with annotations. I recall him when seeing him the first and the
last time, as if it was yesterday. Sitting straight on his deathbed, he joined his palms together and
looked at my eyes. He said, "I've wanted to connect ancient Izumo people's spirits with the future
world; but now I'm going to pass away, only leaving the guide of this ancient book. I believe you can
do what I wanted. I'd like to entrust it to you." Tears spilled over and over from both of his eyes.
At that period, I was walking around ancient Izumo land with his book as my guide, to paint the ancient
spiritual world and to write essays. In the land, many interesting events and things looked like they
descended from several thousands of years ago. Such long surviving things must lead us to truth. Why
do present people make sacred fire in the Stone Age manner? Why does such a big grass rope have to
be made? No living people could answer my questions, but the sky sent me the far ancestral message,
"The source of a new life or a new creation comes from TYING different lives or things. The spirit of
prosperity is in tying."
Coming through Mr. Kato's wish, I published an ancient Izumo story book, "Kamosu" just before
immigrating to the US. But the message about TYING was never far away from me. The Western and
the Eastern cultures are so different. Is there a way to tie them? How can modern people being busy to
compete forward listen to the ancient voices? The key to open the future world must be in those tied
knots, I imagined. Through this thought, the EL idea flashed on me as the tying-tool.
Now I'd like to leave the EL development to the next generations; and to focus on delving into the tying
art, and of course often using EL symbols as just one of the users....I came into this state of mind.
Now I'm typing this little by little in the bottom of a ravine of cardboard boxes for the moving.
[EL website in 2009]
Until April, I worked hard as the followings.
1 EL translation of a part of President Obama's Inaugural Address included country names. (January):
http://earthlanguage.org/mininews/Obama.htm
2, The Illustrated Dictionary [Directions, Locations and shapes] (January):
http://earthlanguage.org/illust-dic/direction6.htm

3. Commemorating for the 10th birthday of the EL Poem section, also stimulated by haiku books sent
from authors, hoo wrote an extra essay, "Japanese Soil produces Haiku culture and global haiku"
(February); got both criticism and sympathy from several countries.
http://earthlanguage.org/poem/0309haikuground.htm
4. As a method to change the global world into sustainable way, renewed the point of EL (March)
http://earthlanguage.org/Ge-brief/change-e.htm
5, Being invited, joined in Internet societies in English and in Japanese, started to inform new people
about EL making image files for easy understanding. (March):
Perhaps because of too much computing, in April, I got my vision and nerve problems; and had to give
up the EL project for Internet societies. Instead, seriously started exercise to cure the optic nerves.
Removing glasses for it, I had to stop regular series with graphics in the EL website.
As the result of this vision exercise, I knew for the first time that our vision could be controlled by
ourselves. Also I found EL symbols and body signs simply and immediately helped me for focusing on
both concentration and relaxation together. This kind of systematical symbol must be widely applicable
for medical and psychological treatments, without being concerned with reactions. A language is not
only for a way to communicate with others, but first of all, a way to communicate with our own bodies
and minds; and to know them deeply, I realized again.
6. new six pages in the EL website to introduce my experimental natural vision improvement way.:
http://earthlanguage.org/M-exercise/me-label.htm
Please feel free to try this to improve your vision and to protect from dry eyes, cataracts and glaucoma.
[Into nature]
In the poem section, there were the ecological serials of "Mandala Taught by Forest" intermittently
from July, 2002. The house we'll move into is in that forest in Washington state.
I physically worked a lot last fall to prepare to live there, such as carpentry, cleaning the roofs and
gutters, making trails, collecting a hill of wet leaves to make a good veggie patch for the future... I
discovered how much I love outdoor labor more than sitting in front of my desk,
"Earthworm Meditation" (haiku by hoo, during working in the forest)
a pipe to tie
universe and earth;
the intestine is her brain
coiling up
to infinite,
she holds pitch dark ease
sincere gratitude
devouring rotted bodies,
to have earth for new lives
the keys
elastically turn

supporting lives on earth,
hoeing
haiku from earth
washes my brain
shovel speaks
about emotion
of each wet leaf
The forest changes its face every few minutes; showing the origin of lives. The forest's lesson for hoo
was started by her teacher, Earthworm.
Occasionally hoo makes haiku like above, but she recently seeks some poetic expression without any
words and grammar but with only layers of visual symbols. She had experimented this way in the past,
but she wants to do more purely for art using EL, sometimes even mixing with some ancient
hieroglyphs, using ink and brush. Also she will try to become symbols with her whole body under the
trees. How do others understand and enjoy them? Forgetting about mission duty of EL, she is going to
the depth of the symbol world, living in the forests of Washington.
[In your hands]
Yoshiko will keep the EL website as its original place. From now on, EL is in your hands, if you'd like.
Using the system and ideas, anyone may freely develop EL for each field; and spread it through his/her
own website or you-tube kind of place: e.g. for setting up scholarly names of things in EL, making lists
of EL phonetic scripts to show pronunciations of a local language (useful to teach any languages),
creations with symbols, or dances with EL body signs, etc. If someone could manage a web 2.0-style
discussion place for the EL dictionary, it would be great. I can't do so much to help it, but it would be
my pleasure to answer questions.
Thank you for reading all. Best wishes, Yoshiko McFarland: hoo
www.earthlanguage.org
LETTERS

…I have been posting short essays about syllabics in English. One thing I've been pulling together is
the observation of the position women have had in opening up English poetry to a syllabic, as opposed
to an accentual, approach. So far this has just been a series of observations: Adelaide Crapsey was the
first, as far as I can tell, to make the explicit connection between the large proportion of single syllable
words in English and the possibility of adopting a syllabic approach to poetry. As far as I know her
Cinquain is the first syllabic form offered. I think of her as the Grandmother of English Syllabic Verse.
Elizabeth Daryush was the first to write sonnets syllabically, deliberately ignoring accentual structures
such as feet and iambics. She was influenced by her father in this regard, but she greatly simplified his
approach and Elizabeth's approach was more centered on how a poem sounds; her father had a very
eccentric view which could count consonant clusters as "syllables". Elizabeth relied on her ear. I also
think she was the first to point out that certain English syllables could be either one or two syllables
depending on context; words like "fire" or "steel" and other diphthongs. Etheree Armstrong, aka
Etheree Armstrong Taylor, developed a syllabic form, called the Etheree, which is simplicity itself. A

ten line form that simply follows the numerical sequence; that is to say 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10. There's
something kind of charming about that.
In contrast, men who have developed syllabic forms tend to evolve more complex structures (I include
myself here). The Tetractys, a five line form offered by British poet Ray Stebbing, with syllables of 12-3-4-10, is one I really like, but its structure isn't simple and there is a hidden Pythagorean element to
it. What I mean by "simple" is that with a form like the cinquain or etheree the syllable count is very
easy to remember and keep in mind. With other forms, like the Detracts, I find I often have to write in
the margin the syllable count for the line as the poem progresses because it doesn't automatically come
to mind. Crapsey and Armstrong seem to have found syllabic structures that are embedded in our
minds so that they are second nature.
Also, men who write syllabically, like Thom Gunn or Dylan Thomas (at times) tend to write with a
form that is not what I call "strict". Crapsey's and Armstrong's forms have fixed limits, meaning they
are a certain number of lines. When Gunn or Thomas wrote syllabically they tended to write in ways
that did not have a fixed number of lines; that is to say their syllabic poetry isn't form specific or
identifiable as a specific form. (There might be an exception or two for some of Gunn's sonnets.) I have
noticed that this seems typical of male poets approach to syllabics; they don't seem attracted, by and
large, to the stricter formal requirements of a cinquain or etheree. Obviously this isn't universal. I'm
speaking in generalities. I am wondering if you have any thoughts about this. So far I haven't been able
to draw conclusions regarding these observations, but I have the feeling, the intuition, that there's
something here worth investigating further. Your feedback would be appreciated. Thanks, Jim Wilson
… maybe I can take this opportunity to ask you for your thoughts on "humorous tanka" or "kyoka."
I'm writing an article on this for Ribbons. It was inspired by Alexis Rotella's Lip Prints. I was really
inspired by this book, because it seemed to give everyone permission to say whatever they wanted
about anyone by writing tanka, no matter how critical. I've been wondering about this, and where one
should draw the line. Years ago, Sanford told me that he only senryued himself, so I thought it was
therefore wrong to write critical tanka about others, particularly family and friends. I emailed Alexis
about this and she thought that we – particularly women –should not hold things in and should feel free
to express them. She also said that we should look to the ancient Japanese masters, who she believes
were adept at this. What's your take on this, if you don't mind my asking.
one Ken
three Barbies
even in the toy world
so much frustrated
longing
Angela Leuck
On Sun, Feb 21, 2010 at 1:40 PM, Jane Reichhold <jane@ahapoetry.com wrote:
Dear Angela,. . .I am not the person you need to hear from unless you wish to hear the reverse of all
you are working on for the article. But, for some reason, here you and I are walking along this path for
a few moments on a nearly-spring morning, and you have asked. I do not feel we need another
Japanese word for tanka. Tanka is form and the form remains basically the same no matter what the
subject matter of the poem.
We all, each in our own way, will pour into the mold our thoughts and feelings for others to behold {the

operative words are be – hold; now there is a subject to be explored!}. From a reading of translations of
Japanese tanka, we can discover the form has already held a wide range of opinions and feelings from
petty snits about others (Izumi Shikibu) to the deepest feelings of spirit (Murasaki Shikibu).
As borrowers of this genre and form, we only think we can add something new because we do not
adequately know or understand everything about it. However, in reality, we do add, like small crumbs,
our thoughts to giant meal of poetry. Whether we bring a homemade cake or Cheetos is determined by
the lives we have lived up until the moment of writing the poem. Do poets set out to write something
called ‘kyoka’ or do they just write about what they are feeling or thinking? Aren’t these names
something to applied to already written poems? That then is the work of the compilers anthologies and
not to poets. Why categorize and departmentalize your feelings when the important thing is to find a
form that contains and carries them to the best ability. However, having said that, I am glad you found
something that opens you up for more and deeper expressions of your own poetry. Blessed be!
. . .was browsing your AHA poetry page and came across your page on blogs. i thought i would share
with you the link to the tanka blog i started this year.
http://carmellajb.wordpress.com/ enjoy, carmella

From Marco Fraticelli

. . .I hope you're doing well. It's been a year since I've been in touch. I got caught up in a multitude of
other things that somehow derailed me from 'aha moments' that writing haiku again has been quite a
struggle. I haven't failed to read through the current issues though and I listened to Jane's talk. But here
I am again, submitting what have come in spurts. A few are old lines that came back refreshed when I
rewrote them. I write my drafts in a personal blog I titled journals at
<http://www.jornales.wordpress.com/www.jornales.wordpress.comand get a few visitors. I've
attempted tanka in Iluko as well. Yes, I've gone further in writing with my native tongue and two of my
poems have since been published in the Bannawag, the vernacular magazine I read as a child!But I look
up to LYNX as my 'poeticspring'--that which nourishes me when my spirit dries up and though I don't
sign up on my visits to the aha poetry site and merely leave my footprint in numerals, I do come by
frequently. And perhaps this is why, on rare aha moments, a haiku still surfaces.I hope this rather thin
'harvest' will interest you.Best regards, Alegria Imperial
. . .Thanks for reviewing Ion Codrescu's waiting in silence. As the book's publisher I am perfectly
happy with any mention of any of my publications, as it is any reviewer's privilege to say whatever he
or she feels is in place. It's a privilege I cherish highly, being a book reviewer myself. So if I do feel I
have to argue one of the points you make, it is not as the book's publisher, but mainly as a haiku lover. I
am referring to your rearranging the order of the lines in the 'cumulus cloud' haiku. When I read that
poem I start by seeing a cumulus cloud in the sky, followed by the image of a spreading ink blot on an
art student's paper – and lo! it's shaped just like that cumulus cloud high in the sky! The haiku in my
view, is about the similarity and yet difference of things. It reminds me of one by Basho, when he is
struck by the similarity of the full moon and the cut of a sawn down tree. Your rearrangement of the
lines in my view reduces a multi layered poem to a non dimensional riddle (a word you use yourself),
loosing much of the poetry in the act. Personally I am convinced the essence of haiku is not in its
shape. Like you I do have a certain preference for a short-long-short form of a haiku, but if the poetry is
served by a deviation from that concept, the deviation is what the poet should go for.
No big detail. We all have our own ideas and opinions. That's part of the fun and there is room for all –
as long as the acceptance of different views is mutual. We should only beware of those who claim to
own the absolute truth. Best to you and Werner, Max Verhart
. . .Thank you very much for your book review published in Lynx. I am so glad to find out that my
latest book Waiting In Silence arrived to you before your birthday: January 18th. Many happy returns
of the day! Thank you again for your haiku friendship and your kind words in the book review. My best
wishes to Werner too. In haiku spirit, Ion Codrescue

CONTESTS
California Haiku Poets, Central Valley announces their annual Haibun Contest. They specialize in
haibun and are excellent writers. This is a great contest to enter.
For more on Central Valley Haiku go www.hsa-haiku.org click on the US map, then click on
California. Also please visit Central Valley's web site: www.valleyhaiku.org.
Cheers :-) Linda Galloway HSA CA Regional Co-ordinator
The Land of Fifty Years Haiku Contest
Sponsor: Gualala Arts
Deadline: In-hand by November 1, 2010.

Purpose: In April 2011, for Poetry Month and in celebration of the 50th year anniversary of Gualala
Arts, is planned the publication of a book titled, The Land of Fifty Years. It will be a haiku book that
continues the series of the previous books – The Land of Six Seasons and The Land of Seven Realms.
Winning haiku from this contest will be included in the book The Land of Fifty Years.
Subject Matter: The haiku must be about art, artists, Gualala Arts Center, life and scenes of the coastal
areas of Sonoma and Mendocino Counties.
Eligibility: Open to the public.
Submissions: Haiku entered into the contest must be original and unpublished. The haiku should be
without titles, in lower case, and in English. The haiku should not be longer than 17 syllables and may
be shorter. There is no limit to the number of submissions. There are two methods of submission.
Digital Submissions: Send all the haiku you are submitting in one e-mail to
haiku_contest@GualalaArts.org. Please sign each haiku with your real name. There is no entry fee for
digital submissions.
Postal Submissions: Submit two copies of your haiku on a sheet containing your name and address
along with a dollar entry fee for each haiku or five haiku for $3. Entry fees can be paid in cash or check
to Gualala Arts. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope for contest results.
Prizes: Winning haiku will be published in the book Land of Fifty Years. A grand prize of $100 will be
awarded to the best haiku. For winning authors there will be a special discount on the published book.
Correspondence: No entries will be returned. Please note that postal entries without SASE, insufficient
postage, or entries that fail to adhere to contest rules will be disqualified.
Send entries to: Haiku Contest, Gualala Arts Center, P.O. Box 244, Gualala, CA 95445
or haiku_contest@GualalaArts.org
Copies of The Land of Seven Realms can be obtained from Gualala Arts Center, The Dolphin, The
Four-Eyed Frog Book Store in Gualala or Amazon.com

The Jerry Kilbride Memorial 2010 English-Language Haibun Contest
Sponsor: Central Valley Haiku Club
Deadline: In hand by October 1, 2010
Submissions: All entries must be unpublished, not under consideration elsewhere, and in English. No
limit to the number or length of any submissions. Submit three copies of each haibun, two (2) copies
without author information attached for anonymous judging, one (1) copy with author’s name, address,
phone number and e-mail address for notification purposes. A first prize of $100 and a second prize of
$50 will be awarded. Honorable mention certificates also will be given. Winning entries will be
published in an upcoming CVHC chapbook and will be available at the CVHC website.. The entry
fee $5 (US) per haibun should be paid by check and made out to: Mark Hollingsworth (CVHC
Treasurer).
Eligibility: Open to the public; CVHC officers are not eligible.
Correspondence: No entries will be returned. Send business-sized SASE for a list of the winning
entries. Please note that entries without SASE, insufficient postage, or that fail to adhere to contest
rules will be disqualified.
Judges: Will not be disclosed until the contest winner has been decided.
Send entries to: Yvonne Cabalona, 709 Auburn Street, Modesto, CA 95350-6079.

PUBLICATIONS

Roadrunner X:1 has now been retrofitted with MASKS III
http://www.roadrunnerjournal.net/ MASKS is a zine of haiku pen-names (haigō)

Dear haiku friend,
In the second half of May 2010 the first issue of the bilingual (Dutch/English) haiku journal Whirligig
will be published.
Objective
With Whirligig it is our intention to exchange haiku between the Dutch language area and the rest of
the world. This will work in two ways:
* Through English translations of original Dutch-language haiku, interested people elsewhere will
become acquainted with haiku written in the Netherlands and Flanders.
* Through Dutch translations of haiku originally written in other languages, interested people in the
Netherlands and Flanders will become acquainted with haiku written in these other languages. (If the
original language is not English, the original version may also be presented in addition to an English
and a Dutch translation.)
The name
* Whirligig is the English name for the small water beetle Gyrinus natans, the Dutch name of which is
schrijvertje or schrijverke (literally: ‘little writer’).
Practical details
* Whirligig will be published twice a year: in May and November.
* The scope will be about 60 pages per issue, the size being A5 (15 x 21 cm). Every volume will be
produced as a book, including a title on the spine. The cover will be in full color.
* The annual subscription rate, including postage, will be:
For subscribers in the Netherlands:
€ 17,50
For subscribers elsewhere in Europe:
€ 21,50 (GB £19,00) (standard mail)
For subscribers outside of Europe:
€ 26,00 (US $ 35,00)
* The price per single copy, including postage, will be:
Within the Netherlands:
€ 9,50
Elsewhere within Europe:
€ 11,50 (GB £10,00) (standard mail)
Outside of Europe:
€ 15,00 (US $ 20,00)
* Payments can be made either by bank (Netherlands and Euro countries), through PayPal or in cash
(all other countries). Further details will be sent along with the first issue.
Compilation and editing
* The content will consist mainly of haiku (including senryu) and short haibun. In addition, new
publications will be noted. No, or almost no, essays or reflective texts will be included.
* In compiling Whirligig both old and new material will be used. Texts therefore will be drawn from
earlier publications, while new and unpublished poems will also be included.
* To obtain as yet unpublished work the editor(s) will actively contact haiku poets.
* In compiling the journal and in translating the poems, editor Max Verhart has obtained the
assistance of Klaus-Dieter Wirth (Germany), Norman Darlington (Ireland) and Marlène Buitelaar
(Netherlands), all of whom have an above standard command of Dutch and English, besides which
several other languages are covered by this team.
Submissions
* Unsolicited work may be submitted for publication, to be considered by the editor(s). However, no

correspondence will be entered into concerning such submissions.
* It is not necessary to be a subscriber to submit material. However, when unsolicited work by a nonsubscriber is published, the author will be expected to buy at least one copy of the issue in which it
appears.
Submissions and subscriptions to be sent to:
By email:
max@verhart.org
By snailmail: Whirligig
p.a. Max Verhart
Meester Spoermekerlaan 30
NL-5237 JZ Den Bosch
Netherlands
It’s possible to subscribe from this moment on!
With the subscription please add the postal address where Whirligig should be sent.
Forwarding this mail to other potentially interested parties is highly appreciated.Kind regards, Max
Verhart
Liebe Haikufreunde, dear haiku-friends … die Monatsbeiträge April 2010 auf wortART sind online: the
monthly highlights on wortArt - April 2010 - are online:
In memoriam Helmut Gabler - haiku
Anne-Dore & Wolfgang Beutke - haiga
sincerely yours, Ramona Linke

the fib review
Issue # 6
at
www.musepiepress.com
This issue features some outstanding Fibonacci poetry from new poets to award-winning poets. It has a
diverse and rich blend of Fibonacci poems of varying lengths and shapes that represent works from the
international community of poets of Canada, Japan, New Zealand, the US, and the UK. Submissions
for Issue # 7, due to be posted in August 2010, are now being accepted. Please send your submissions
to musepiepress@aol.com. Be sure to put “For the Fib Review” in the subject line.
30th Anniversary of Muse-Pie Press
1980-2010
www.musepiepress.com
THE INAUGURAL ISSUE OF
SHOT GLASS JOURNAL
Our new online poetry journal for short poetry
EDITED BY MARY-JANE GRANDINETTI
This inaugural issue features an international collection of poetry from widely published poets to firsttime published poets who have submitted their work from Australia, Canada, Japan, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, the UK, and the US. The wide range of poems includes Free Verse poetry and poetic
forms such as Cinquain, Rondolet, Sijo, Tanka, Triolet and Zen poetry.

The new issue of CHO is now released.
Ray Rasmussen, Managing Editor, CHO
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/

Hello Sketchbook Friends and Readers, The new issue of Sketchbook, Vol. 5, No. 2, March / April
2010 is now on line. Home page: http://poetrywriting.org , Special Feature: Celebrate Mother’s Day
Poems, March / April Flowers Haiku Thread, March / April spring rain Kukai Thread. In the next issue,
Vol. 5, No. 3, May / June 2010:
May / June 2010 morning breeze Kukai:
May / June 2010 beach Haiku Thread
Celebrate Independence Days Around the World ( in USA, July 4)
The Editors – Karina Klesko, US and John Daleiden –extend a thank you to all the writers who
participate in Sketchbook features. We also invite our Friends and Readers to participate in Sketchbook
activities.

Update on moonbathing a journal of women's tanka
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: Moonbathing will feature only women poets. Send a maximum of five
(5) tanka per submission period. Submission deadlines: Fall/Winter Issue: In-hand Deadline: November
1st. Fall/winter or non-seasonal themes only.No previously published tanka or simultaneous
submissions; no tanka that has been posted on-line, whether on a personal website/blog or on a tanka
discussion group; and no publicly workshopped tanka will be considered or accepted.Send your tanka
in the body of an email to: Pamela A. Babusci: moongate44(at)gmail(dot)com please no attachments.
E-mail submissions ONLY.
Subscriptions: $10 for one year (two issues) U.S. and Canada; $5 for one copy (includes postage).
International: $14 U.S. dollars. These subscription prices will increase for issues three and four due to
the cost of printing and S&H. Make checks—or send cash or international money orders—payable to
Pamela A. Babusci to: Moonbathing Editor, 150 Milford Street Apt. 13 14515-1810 USA

Atlas Poetica : A Journal of Poetry of Place in Contemporary Tanka is proud to reveal the second
installment of the ‘Special Features’ section of its redesigned website. The new website, designed by
Alex von Vaupel, Technical Director for Atlas Poetica, hosts information about the journal, submission
guidelines, ordering information, sample issues, and the new Special Features section. It is located at
<http://AtlasPoetica.org.
Atlas Poetica is an international tanka journal that publishes tanka literature in many languages.
However, it can be difficult for readers and poets to find venues to enjoy tanka featuring different
languages and cultures. Therefore, Atlas Poetica has established the Special Features section to focus
on different aspects of the international tanka community while leading up to a special edition of the
journal itself. ATPO 7 (Autumn, 2010) will feature tanka in translation from around the world.
The current Special Feature is ‘25 Canadian Tanka Poets in French and English’ edited by Aurora
Antonovic and translated by Mike Montreuil and Huguette Ducharme. It includes a brief introduction
to the history of tanka in Canada and biographies of the poets. Poets in the collection are varied—some
are residents of Canada without being citizens while others are Canadian citizens who reside elsewhere.
Each poem appears in either French or English with its translation below it.

The premier Special Feature was ‘25 Romanian Tanka Poets’ edited by Magdalena Dale with an
introduction by Vasile Moldovan. Two more special features are slated for presentation on an irregular
schedule, including ‘25 New Zealand Tanka Poets’ edited by Patricia Prime which will appear in the
first week of June, and ‘25 Poems on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Themes’ to appear later
in the summer or early autumn and edited by Alex von Vaupel.
Anyone interested in being a Guest Editor for a Special Feature at the Atlas Poetica website will find
guidelines on Special Features home page below the Atlas butterfly that is the symbol of the journal.
Anyone interested in being a Guest Editor should familiarize themselves with the project by reading the
Special Features section and also sample issues of the journal archived on the site. Atlas Poetica’s
Special Features are published on an irregular schedule. Contact:M. Kei, publisher and editor Keibooks
@ gmail.com
Since April there is a new website in German at: http://www.haikuscope.de/ lead by Hubertus Thum,
Gerd Börner, and Michael Denhoff. Each week one haiku is published alone on the page. Contact:
Hubertus Thum,Hasenwinkel 7, 30890 Barsinghausen, hubertus.thum [at] web.de or Gerd Börner,
Brahmsstraße 17, 12203 Berlin, gerdboerner [at] gmx.net; or Michael Denhoff, Greifswalder Weg 57,
53119 Bonn, michael [at] denhoff.de . I loved finding haiku set to music by M. Denhoff that I could
download and give a try on my flute!
GROUPS

Artists Anne-Marie Culhane and Jo Salter with Finn standing
with the Full Bloom Renga Platform installation crafted by Jo
Salter from reclaimed wood in Cotehele Old Orchard in
Cothele, Cornwall, UK.
The platform was the place that the Full Bloom Renga took
place on and around with Paul Conneally as master poet and
John Hall as host poet.
http://www.orchardnetwork.org.uk/renga/

At the dedication of the DePrima Terrace at Gualala
Arts Center on April 18, instead of simply reading
the haiku of Margaret DePrima a “Haiku
Performance” was written by Jane Reichhold. It was
performed by Sita Milchev, Lucienne, Alyse, and
Davina Allen using English handbells. Hearing
voices of three generations of women hidden (at
first) in the redwood forest, calling out the authors
names and speaking the haiku among bell tones, was
very impressive. The readers ended up on the stage with Margaret reciting her haiku as finale. In
addition to the haiku written by Margaret, which had been in The Land of Seven Realms, were haiku

by Rosemond Gumpert, Mickey Chalfin, vincent tripi, Bambi Walker, Werner Reichhold, Elaine
Sherlund, Caroline Sutherland and Jane Reichhold.

Mayor Benj Thomas opening the the 8th Annual ukiaHaiku Festival held in the Ukiah Civic Cnter to
award the prizes to over sixty haiku writers from grade schools to the young old. The festival has
grown from having 300 entries from locals in 2001 to 2,362 this year from 10 states, eight countries,
and four continents. This year, for the first time, haiku in Spanish had its own categories and prizes and
the category earlier known as the Contemporary was renamed the Jane Reichhold International Haiku
Prize. You can read the winning poems at: http://www.ukiahaiku.org/pdf/haiku2010_w_Cvr_b.pdf
The festival is sponsored by the city of Ukiah and members of the Poet Laureate Committee
headed by the current Poet Laureate – Theresa Whitehill.

Photo credits: Kate Marianchild
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